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Maya Angelou has fascinated, moved, and inspired  countless readers with the
first three volumes of  her autobiography, one of the most remarkable  personal
narratives of our age. Now, in her fourth  volume, The Heart of a Woman,
her  turbulent life breaks wide open with joy as the  singer-dancer enters the
razzle-dazzle of fabulous  New York City. There, at the Harlem Writers
Guild,  her love for writing blazes anew.

Her  compassion and commitment lead her to respond to the  fiery times by
becoming the northern coordinator  of Martin Luther King's history-making
quest. A  tempestuous, earthy woman, she promises her heart to  one man only to
have it stolen, virtually on her  weding day, by a passionate African
freedom  fighter.

Filled with unforgettable vignettes of  famous characters, from Billie Holiday to
Malcolm  X, The Heart of a Woman sings  with Maya Angelou's eloquent prose -
- her fondest  dreams, deepest disappointments, and her dramatically  tender
relationship with her rebellious teenage  son. Vulnerable, humorous, tough, Maya
speaks with  an intimate awareness of the heart within all of  us.

From the Paperback edition.
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Maya Angelou has fascinated, moved, and inspired  countless readers with the first three volumes of  her
autobiography, one of the most remarkable  personal narratives of our age. Now, in her fourth  volume, The
Heart of a Woman, her  turbulent life breaks wide open with joy as the  singer-dancer enters the razzle-
dazzle of fabulous  New York City. There, at the Harlem Writers Guild,  her love for writing blazes anew.

Her  compassion and commitment lead her to respond to the  fiery times by becoming the northern
coordinator  of Martin Luther King's history-making quest. A  tempestuous, earthy woman, she promises her
heart to  one man only to have it stolen, virtually on her  weding day, by a passionate African
freedom  fighter.

Filled with unforgettable vignettes of  famous characters, from Billie Holiday to Malcolm  X, The Heart of a
Woman sings  with Maya Angelou's eloquent prose -- her fondest  dreams, deepest disappointments, and her
dramatically  tender relationship with her rebellious teenage  son. Vulnerable, humorous, tough, Maya
speaks with  an intimate awareness of the heart within all of  us.
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Editorial Review

Amazon.com Review
Millions have read Maya Angelou's national bestseller The Heart of a Woman, and now you can hear her
fascinating story in the author's own voice. Angelou exposes a turbulent period of her life as she struggles to
raise a child, fulfill her goals as a writer, and fight for civil rights in an age of social injustice; Angelou's rich
and resonating voice draws the listener into the unexpected details of her life. Working as a nightclub singer
in Los Angeles, Angelou decides to move to New York with her son Guy in hopes of building stronger ties
with the black art community. In an attempt to find stability for Guy and make a name for herself, her love
life takes wild turns. Should she marry the bail bondsman who's as dry as stale bread or run away with the
African freedom fighter? Her heart takes her to Africa, where her writing career blossoms but her marriage
sours. The Heart of a Woman is filled with beautiful prose and songs; Angelou displays her music talent in
several vignettes, most memorably in a scene with Billie Holiday: Angelou is performing at a nightclub
when Holiday shrieks, "Stop her, stop her... she sounds like my mama!"

Review
"Remarkable... a great lady moving right on  through a great memoir." -- Kirkus  Reviews

From the Paperback edition.

From the Publisher
This engaging book chronicles the changes in Maya Angelou's life as she enters the hub of activity that is
New York. There, at the Harlem Writers Guild, she rededicates herself to writing, and finds love at an
unexpected moment. Reflecting on her many roles--from northern coordinator of Martin Luther King's
history-making quest to mother of a rebellious teenage son--Angelou eloquently speaks to an awareness of
the heart within us all.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

James Collis:

In this 21st centuries, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive at this point, people
have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated the idea for a while is reading.
Yep, by reading a guide your ability to survive raise then having chance to remain than other is high. For you
personally who want to start reading the book, we give you this kind of The Heart of a Woman book as nice
and daily reading book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Brian Ramos:

The book The Heart of a Woman has a lot of information on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of advantage. The book was compiled by the very famous author. This articles author makes
some research previous to write this book. This book very easy to read you will get the point easily after



reading this book.

Julia Gilmore:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you may
have it in e-book way, more simple and reachable. This kind of The Heart of a Woman can give you a lot of
friends because by you taking a look at this one book you have matter that they don't and make an individual
more like an interesting person. This kind of book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book
offer you information that probably your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than additional make you
to be great men and women. So , why hesitate? We need to have The Heart of a Woman.

David Scott:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your preferred book? Or your book ended up being
rare? Why so many issue for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some
people likes examining, not only science book but in addition novel and The Heart of a Woman or perhaps
others sources were given knowledge for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel would
like to read more and more. Science guide was created for teacher or students especially. Those textbooks are
helping them to increase their knowledge. In various other case, beside science publication, any other book
likes The Heart of a Woman to make your spare time more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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